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MOGA has been building for the past year a unique casino to play intuitive, 
fair and exciting games. The experience has never been that fun and easy.   

Our goal is to provide a platform that is governed by people who know it best, the users.  
By giving this power to people that support us we aim to share the best experience  
and growth over time.  

As a holder and player, it’ll be in your avantage to help us build the best platform so that  
new players experience an exciting ecosystem. Our platform will only accept crypto as a  
currency to play the games that we have built and are building. 

MOGA’s goal is to bring CryptoGambling to a new level of transparency, game  
developing, community sharing and overall a new experience to raise the bar ! 

This Whitepaper will be explaining our objectives, development ideas, tokenomy and overall 
share our exciting project to the world with full transparency when it comes to the way we’ll 
operate.  
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Disclaimer 
             WHITEPAPER 

The information in this White Paper is subject to change or update and 
should not be construed as a commitment, promise or guarantee by MOGA 
or any other individual or organisation mentioned in this white paper relating 
to the future availability of  services related to the use of  the tokens or to 
their future performance or value. 

The document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities. It does 
not constitute or form part of and should not be construed as any offer for sale or 
subscription of or any invitation to buy or subscribe for any securities not should it or any 
part of it form the basis of or be relied upon in any connection with any contract or 
commitment whatsoever. MOGA expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct 
or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from 
reliance on any information contained in the white paper, any error, omission or inaccuracy 
in any such information or any action resulting therefrom. 

This is not a recommendation to buy or financial advice, It is strictly informational. Do not 
trade or invest in any tokens, companies or entities based solely upon this information. Any 
investment involves substantial risks, including, but not limited to, pricing volatility, 
inadequate liquidity, and the potential complete loss of principal. Investors should conduct 
independent due diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and tax 
experts, on topics discussed in this document and develop a standalone judgment of the 
relevant markets prior to making any investment decision. 

We have prepared all information herein from sources we believe to be accurate and 
reliable. However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind – 
whether expressed or implied. All market prices, data and other information are not 
warranted as to completeness or accuracy, are based upon selected public market data, 
reflect prevailing conditions, and our view as of this date, all of which are accordingly 
subject to change without notice. The graphs, charts and other visual aids are provided 
for informational purposes only. None of these graphs, charts or visual aids can and of 
themselves be used to make investment decisions. No representation is made that these 
will assist any person in making investment decisions and no graph, chart or other visual 
aid can capture all factors and variables required in making such decisions. 
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The information contained in this document may include, or incorporate by reference, 
forward-looking statements, which would include any statements that are not statements of 
historical fact. No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such 
forward-looking statements. Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained in this 
document are necessarily speculative in nature and are based upon certain assumptions. 
These forward-looking statements may turn out to be wrong and can be affected by 
inaccurate assumptions or by known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, 
most of which are beyond control. It can be expected that some or all of such forward-
looking assumptions will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results. 

Legal disclaimer 
                                  WHITEPAPER 

Due to legal and regulatory uncertainty in the United States of  America, 

citizens and persons residing legally in the United States will be prohibited 

from participating in the token sale. 

Individuals that register by providing false or inaccurate information about their citizenship, 
residency and/ or nationality shall be in breach of these terms and conditions and shall be 
required to indemnify MOGA INC in respect of any damages suffered due to this breach. 
The same information prevails for citizens from the Republic of China, where ICOs are 
events totally prohibited due to government regulations and citizens from this country 
should not engage in any ICO activity. 
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1. Executive Summary 

1.1 — Introduction 

MOGA is simply an innovation to online casinos in a significantly upended way that offers 
users the ability to bet on their savvy gaming/gambling skill and be rewarded when they 
win. The model is almost like the usual casino you walk into but tailored to the online 
community and creatively designed for user’s ease. The user experience matters a lot, as 
they control how innovative MOGA becomes and so our baseline target is the age of 18 to 
30 years old. However, MOGA has been designed for all age bracket above eighteen.  

As we aim to become a market leader in 2 years after official launch, we have dug into 
much research. First, to understand the terrain of traditional casinos and then the online 
gaming/casino experience. We sought specifically to study their model, from the economic 
angle and from the angle of the customer. Our research shows the decline in innovation for 
over five years as a big opportunity for us to create something uniquely different with a 
much improved model for casinos. The focus was online due to the fast paced world of 
digitalisation and the untapped crude opportunities that has to offer innovators. MOGA is 
the compounding effect of our drive to position casino experience as not just an accessible 
platform to all but as a profitable way of having fun in this digital world. 

Our confidence is hinged on the evolution of technology and the trust many people are 
beginning to put into it. This is especially when it comes to parting with their money to get 
a return in value either of equivalence or more. We see an increasing number of people 
shopping online and the preference they place on it in comparison to buying in store goods. 
Also, the rise of the global pandemic did double the way individuals perceived getting 
things done online as they were left with absolutely no choice. The pandemic made a big 
difference in increasing the trust people placed in the online gambling market and a 
product such as MOGA would definitely be irresistible by these users.  

We then took it a step further by designing MOGA to be adaptable into the crypto currency 
industry using MOGACOINS and other cryptocurrencies. The coin will be one of the 
admissible tenders with other main cryptocurrencies (BTC, ETC etc..) for betting on the 
platform. The process of purchase and use is as seamless as you exchange your money for 
an equivalent value of coins to place bets. The only difference being that you can cash it 
back as you win more MOGACOINS. 
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1.2 — Governance & DAO 

MOGA’s vision is to bring power to the customers and let them play a key role in the way we 
govern the casino and its features. We believe that moving forward, companies need to take 
a serious approach working with their customers. The shared experience of allowing users 
to be a part of the decision making of the company is something we will see happening in 
the future with the emergence of web 3.0 and DAO. A collaborative project offers better 
experience that is tailored for people who use it. We believe the users of MOGA will be as 
smart as the app, hence earning the ability to contribute to its growth and future. This is 
advantageous for the users as they are holders of the MOGACOIN, which means the more 
they acquire, the more valuable the coin. 

$MGC Tokenholder with +0.5% of total supply will receive rights to propose votings to the 
rest of the community. Voting powers will be evaluated on the basis of your token holdings.  

Discussions of the future of the app will happen on our Discord where you’ll find all official 
links to ensure your safety. Along this, our discord will provide a vast array of chat rooms to 
discuss certain features such as games, events, coin information, special offering, decisions. 
It will also be a place for us to contact you if there is any issues with the platform that we 
are working on and the same goes for the users. If there is any issue with the app, we will 
provide a direct support chat to speak with us and improve along the way.  

1.3 — The company 

We are a company of five passionate, dynamic and young individuals building MOGA in 
partnership with Sparkmate, a cross-disciplinary engineering services company that 
designs, prototypes and integrates hardware and software products. MOGA is designed to 
revolutionise online gambling with the use of our crypto coin, MOGACOIN (MGC). 

 

   X 
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1.4 — Objectives 

MOGA is designed to position itself as one of the fast rising online casino with a unique 
selling point of being innovative. The team is putting enormous productive hours to ensure 
we become a market leader two years after we launch the product. Below are our 
objectives: 

• To revolutionize the way people see casinos and gambling; promoting ease, accessibility 
to all, fun and an intuitive experience. 

• To take the online gambling and casino experience to the next level with innovative 
incorporations. 

• To empower our users and make their investment more meaningful by giving them a right 
to be part of the decision making. 

• To build trust with our user by integrating efficient and fast transfers. 
• To be a global market leader. 

1.5 — Market summary & reaction 

  
According to data from Global Market Insights, the online gambling market was valued at 
$59B in 2020 with strong growth across many regions. Europe leads in the continent with 
the largest market ($22B in 2019; 11.5% annual growth projected from 2020-27). These 
growth has been backed by several factors such as; legalisation, investment and the 
adoption of technology to promote individual companies on a global scale. The trends of 
online gambling currently show that individuals between the ages of 30-60 are the biggest 
users. Which means there is still a much larger market still to come into the trend. This is 
good for our product, reason why we are adopting a creative and innovative approach to 
the already existing online casino model. Hence, we are able to reach a much larger 
audience, individuals from 18 to 60. 
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1.5.1 — Covid-19 Opportunities.  

Covid-19 created a boom in the tech world. It showed the world that we could use our 
technology in much broader way with the emergence of remote working. 

This rise can be best seen in the stock market where people’s adoption of tech rose as they 
were forced to stay home. The adoption of tech directly translated in higher trust in these 
companies as they become companions of our every day life. 

After reading viable and trustworthy sources on the evolution of the mobile gaming market 
(Global Market Insights) (3.1.2 Mobile devices), Moga saw a great opportunity to give birth 
to a new gambling system that was easy and fun to use. This opportunity shed the light on 
the importance of design (3.2.2 Design) in our evolving, tech automation era where 
everything needs to be over intuitive and predict user interaction with UX.   

 

Market value rebounded after initial dip 

Stock market price, rebased to the start of the year. 

1.5.2 — Web 3.0 Opportunities 

Over the years we have all witnessed an expansion of the use of cryptocurrency and a 
major adoption and trust of big tech companies and economical hubs all over the world. We 
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see this trust as proof that crypto is here to stay and will affect every major industry 
worldwide.  Crypto gives the opportunity for people to access a intertwined economy that 
doesn’t revolve around a single entity or government as a result its uses have become 
limitless but often clouds the industry with the amount of support it has received.  

At MOGA we see it as a tool to translate already existing technologies into a borderless 
economy. MOGA’s goal is to use crypto’s opportunities and tools as a way to further our 
understanding of its growing use cases.  

We see Web 3.0 as an undeniable transition over the coming years. In that regard we place 
trust in our research, industry, personal and professional history to push our technology into 
this world and provide tools for the upcoming generation of projects.  

Contrary to many upcoming projects in the crypto world we have an actual product to 
deliver upon our entry in the crypto community rather than mockups with uncertain future 
and details. MOGA is a product that has been in work for over 1.5 year and planning to 
introduce new features which embrace crypto technology in the upcoming years.  

1.6 — Our keys to Success 

• Accessibility to everyone 18+, and driving more marketing to the age group who 
statistically grew up with smartphones and apps.  

• Offering fun, Intuitive, fair and exciting Games, creating trust between MOGA and its 
users, as well as creating better games. 

• Keep building proprietary innovation, building a full portfolio of games, updating the app 
every months and regularly adding new games. To ensure satisfaction that will keep 
players coming. 

• Share governance with our users to create an engaged community that cares about the 
future and success of the company. 

• Build operational excellence, financial security and transparency. 
• Use $MGC to promote the app throughout the crypto and web 3.0 space 
• Use Moga app to promote the currency, overall the crypto will help the platform and the 

platform will help the crypto  

• Use the crypto space as a way to engage with our users, make collaboration easier and 
create new features for the app that embraces web 3.0.  
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2. Moga Platform & Social 

2.1 — Games 

MOGA  after all is an online web based casino that functions as an app on your mobile 
devices. We offer 5 intuitive design game experiences with many more to come along side 
with new features that will grow its ecosystem. Our goal is to offer as much games as 
possible that fit the intuitive, fun and exciting vision of MOGA, keeping in goal to become a 
market leader in the coming years.  

2.1.1 — Crash Game 

The first Game that you’ll find on your MOGA homepage is the Crash Game. Crash is a 
popular online casino game that rose with the emergence of crypto these past years.  

Here are the rules:  

2.1.2 — Rock Paper Scissors 
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• Players have a couple of seconds to place 
their bets before 


• The multiplier begins. 


• The multiplier starts at 1 and begins to 
increase…


• players are allowed to cash out at any 
point, multiplying their bet by the amount 
on the screen. 


• However, if the player waits to long to 
cash out and the multiplier crashes then 
they loose their bet. 



The second game you’ll find on the platform is the popular hand game that you’ve probably 
already played with your friends, it dates back to the Chinese Han Dynasty, Rock Paper & 
Scissors.  

Here are the rules:  
 
 

2.1.3 — 1 to ? 

The third game you’ll find on the platform is a game we entirely designed and 
conceptualised called 1 TO ?, in a way it deviates from the popular casino game, roulette.  

Here are the rules:  
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• Choose the amount of bet


• Place your bet on rock, paper or scissors.


• the computer will generate a randomized 
Rock Paper or Scissor to counterattack 
your play 


• If you win, your bet is multiplied by 2


• If you loose, you loose total amount of bet



2.1.4 — Coin flip (heads or tails) 

The fourth game you’ll find on the 
platform is once again a popular game that 
you’ve  
probably played with you friends before when betting on something or choosing who would 
have to do the chores, it dates back to the Romans, Heads or Tails. 

Here are the rules:  
 

2.1.5 — Slot Machine 

The fith game you’ll find on the platform is a famous casino game that was invetened in 
New York in the 20th century, Slot Machine. 

Here are the rules:  
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• Place your bets 


• Choose a number from 1 to the choice of 
a number interval and try to predict what 
number will drop by setting a bet. 


• The computer will drop a random number 
and if it matches yours, your bet will be 
multiplied by the interval! 


• The higher the number interval, the more 
risk you take.

• Place your bets 


• Choose Heads or Tails, the computer will 
generate randomly heads or tail. 


• Will you beat it ? Your bet will be multiplied 
by 2.



 

 

 

2.1.6 — In-game currencies 

Within the app $MGC will be accepted as a currency alongside with Bitcoin (BTC), Bitcoin 
Cash (BCH), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin (LTC), Dogecoin (DOG), Ripple (XRP). 

In order to provide a stable currency for users and not become victims of volatilisation , 
every currency including $MGC will be directly translated into an on-screen value that will 
be based on the dollar. Withdrawals will be possible in each coins (fees may apply) 
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• Place your bets 


• Press the SPIN button


• Three consecutive image will appear, if 
some of them match,


• your bet will be multiplied with 
predetermined multipliers (See Next)

Slot Machine Multipliers



$MGC generated from the games will go back to the company towards the game pool to 
reward winners, they will also go back to the company to further R&D developments and 
expand our ecosystem with new features and games. (5.7 USE OF ICO) 

2.2 — Social platforms & their use 

To engage with our customers, our principal form of communication will be our Discord 
group. Users will be able to discuss the games as a community and get back to us with 
ideas and issues they are facing. It will be a convenient way to form a solid community that 
supports the company through our cryptocurrency.  

We also have a Twitter page to push new updates to the public as well as partnerships. The 
page’s main goal is to attract more people to the game and community.  
This will also be find on our Instagram page to keep up with these news.  
You can find the links to our official social media page on our discord.  
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3. Market Overview 

3.1 — Creator’s Market 

Currently, the online gambling market is taking a new form of up scaling. This is highly due 
to the pandemic which seemed to have taken the world by surprise. MOGA has sure come 
at the right time to harvest upcoming users. Our approach also advances the usual model 
for online gambling a step further with an innovative, easy to use app. There is an 
opportunity for MOGA to be a key player in the online gambling market. Here is why. 

3.1.1 — Online Betting 

On Betting: In 2019, the Europe online betting market accounted for over 40% of the 
regional revenue share and will register around 14% growth rate through 2026. With the 
growing popularity of football tournament in European countries, online gambling is 
witnessing significant growth, especially during massive events such as FIFA World Cup 
and the UEFA European Championships. According to ARJEL, a France online gambling 
authority, bettors gambled USD 436 million on online bookmakers during the 2018 FIFA 
World Cup tournament while over USD 3.2 billion was reportedly bet in the UK, double the 
amount compared to the 2014 FIFA World Cup. In addition, prominent key players in the 
market who have been licensed by the UK Gambling Commission are positively influencing 
the market demand. This good for MOGA considering we also want to be a key player.  

3.1.2 — Mobile Devices 

Use of Mobile Device: The mobile device segment dominated more than 45% of the UK 
online gambling market share in 2019. Technological advancements in smartphones, such 
as extended storage capacity and improved graphics, resulted in enhancing the overall 
online gambling experience. Smartphones offer various benefits to players, such as loyalty 
points, deposit options, and options to play with other players, resulting in an increased 
number of customers using mobile devices to play sports betting. Providers are capitalizing 
this opportunity by expanding their services and allowing customers to play online casino 
games for real money through their free social gaming apps. Mobile gambling will observe 
substantial growth in the UK market on account of rapid increase in the usage of mobile 
phones. In 2019, 79% of the UK adults owned a smartphone and spent around two hours on 
mobile devices daily. The continuous technological evolution in smartphones is making 
gambling easily accessible over these devices. 
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All of this data points to the promising position of the market, however one would need to 
outpace other key player with something different. The users are the focus in this case, they 
are the major drivers of the market. Our innovative approach would entice and drive 
retention to individuals looking for more than the usual online casino model.  

3.2 — User’s Market 

There are numerous factors that affect the user’s choice in selecting which online casino to 
indulge. These factors range from the design, software platform, as well as bonuses and 
promotions all contributing to a user’s ultimate decision. These factors are what makes 
MOGA fitted to gain much recognition and grow to become a key authority in the online 
gaming market. Other things that influences the choice of a user are as follows; 

3.2.1 — Prospect of  Winning 

The prospect of winning and cashing real money to their bank: This is one of the major 
influence that drives the user to online casinos. It does makes sense since the foundational 
ideology of gambling is that you can win and your winnings can literally change your life. It 
is this ideology that makes people persevere. They want to see themselves win. MOGA 
treats this manner in a very important way, our games are mathematically and 
algorithmically fair to every player that comes onto the platform. The chances of winning 
and profits are always displayed to the player before they submit they bet.  

We will always ensure this as a vital feature in our games. 

3.2.2 — Design 

The design: This factor is inconspicuous for many people, but individuals have been known 
to recognise this value and levitate towards it. MOGA has been carefully designed for a 
perfectly user friendly experience. When you are on MOGA, the ease and flow is 
remarkable. We firmly believe that great customer experience is a proof of the care and 
attention that we are willing to put to every details and sectors of the game and overarching 
company. 

3.2.3 — Choice of  game 

A good design might not convert if the actual game the user is playing is not as engaging 
as it should. Also, most users appreciate something new every now and then. A vast array 
of games enhances the experience. MOGA has five games and we are currently working on 
a weekly lottery as well as many other games coming after the launch. All of the games are 
easy to understand and fun to play. 
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4. Roadmap ( previous and beyond ) 

4.1 — Previous Milestones 

2020-2021 
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Creation of mobile application mockup with crash game, rock 
paper scissors, 1 to ?, Coin Flip and Slot machine designed

Funded initial development of the app (50.000€ raised 
through our seed sale)

MOGA x SPARKMATE Kickoff to start developing the app 
(Milestone 0 — game algorithms, start of front end )


Preparation of Milestone 1: Design of payment integration 
systems and creation of animations & final algorithms

MOGA x SPARKMATE Kickoff to continue app development 
(Milestone 1 — final game algorithms, front end design )


Start of Tokenomy and Whitepaper




4.2 — Upcoming Milestones 

 2022 
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Q1 2022


MOGA ICO (Exclusive Sale)  

MOGA’s first round of funding through crypto expert and venture 
capitals will be done as the Exclusive Sale (5.3.1)


MOGA Public Beta Release  

MOGA will launch as a free casino with no payment and 5 games at 
first, for users to test out the platform and report on bugs. This is done 
to make sure we provide the best and most secure crypto integration 
for users to play in the future. 


Communication between players and us will be done on our discord 
and other social media. 


MOGA ICO (Pre-ICO)  

Once the platform is release MOGA will launch a token pre-sale (5.3.3). 
The announcement and links will be shared through our discord. 


MOGA ICO (Public SALE) 

Once Crypto is integrated and available for all our users, we will launch 
a final token release that will be public through our discord.


Q2 2022


MOGA Crypto Integration 

Funds gained through our Exclusive Sale, Pre-ICO and Public Sale will 
be used to implement crypto payment on the platform and give user’s 
access to a wallet where they can store their funds to use on the 
platform. We will ensure to provide the best and most secure system



 
        

        2023 Goals 
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Q3 2022


Q3 2022 will be dedicated to improve the platform and overall feel of 
use and experience.


During this time we will also continue our game development to 
release more games on the platform throughout the upcoming months. 
This is done to ensure that people keep coming back on the platform 
to try out new games 


We will also roll our a weekly lottery directly on the web-app to 
improve engagement and reward our players.


Q4 2022


During Q4 we will start to roll out new games and introduce a 1v1 
mechanism to play and bet against your friends.

DAO decision making and voting mechanism implemented, news on Discord 

Web 3.0 Metaverse expansion, through sandbox plot purchase

Creation of virtual spaces to play our games in a more interactive manner


Being part of this environment fits with MOGA’s goals and vision to become a 
market leader in the coming years. 


Being pioneers in the Metaverse space is an opportunity that we believe will 
matter, just like our backers. 



5. Economy / Tokenomy 

5.1 — Introduction 

A utility Token will be set up: $MGC to support the MOGA eco-system. The token will   
sustain and contribute to the ecosystem’s longevity by financially rewarding those   
who own it. 

This section describes the functional and economic mechanism that will drive token   
price appreciation in further detail.  

This particular aspect has been structured to limit the « pump & dump »     
phenomenon often seen in the crypto ecosystem. 
 

5.2 — MOGA ICO 
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Moga will launch 77 777 777  $MGC 

15 % - Locked for 12 months TEAM 

12% - Allocated to Research and Development  

5% - Operational Costs and expenses of ICO  

20% - Initial Bankroll - Casino Payroll for winners 

32% - Available Token through Exclusive Sale (25%), Pre-ICO (2%) and Public Sale (5%) 

16% - Staking / Liquidity  
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16 %

32 %

20 %

5 %

12 %

15 %
TEAM

TOKEN SALES

LIQUIDITY

R&D

COSTS

BANKROLL



5.3 - SALE 

The MOGACOIN token will be available for purchase in different phases via Ethereum, 
Bitcoin and Fiat. Unsold tokens will be burnt after the Public Sale. The terms of the 
Exclusive sale are as follows:  

5.3.1 - Exclusive Sale 

A total of 19.444.444 $MGC will be available for purchase. There will be no minimum 
required for token purchase. The maximum token purchase will be equivalent to 75 ETH.  

5.3.3 - Pre-ICO  

The terms of the Pre-ICO are as follows: A total of 1.555.555 $MGC will be available for 
purchase. There will be no minimum required for token purchase. The maximum token 
purchase will be equivalent to 300 ETH.  

5.3.4 - Public Sale 

The terms of the Public Sale will be as follows: A total of 3.888.888 $MGC will be available 
for purchase. There will be no minimum required for token purchase. The maximum token 
purchase will be equivalent to 300ETH.  
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5.4 - USE OF ICO 

Repartition of Ico funds :

15% - R&D 

23% - Product Development  

15% - Marketing 

4% - ICO Expenses 

25% - Initial Bankroll 

10% - Liquidity 

8% - Crypto Technology 
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6. Licence  

6.1 — Introduction 

Moving forward, we are aware that regulatory obligations might start to appear for crypto 
casinos. However for now, cryptocurrencies provide users with a lot of freedom as to when 
and where they can make payments. Cryptocurrency is not yet recognised as a legal 
payment method in any country (except Salvador), which in fact, can be its biggest 
advantage. To put it simply, you do not process transactions with real money and no bank 
approval is needed for the transaction to complete. Using crypto as a casino currency is 
absolutely possible although cryptocurrencies currently does not meet any legal definitions, 
regarding currencies. 

We have been working and discussing with many lawyers in the gambling and crypto scene 
to ensure this and are ready to put in place the paperwork to get a licence if necessary 
although it might only come in years (as of 2022). For now we just see it as unnecessary 
expense that will slow down our growth. There are still some advantages to get a licence. 
  

6.2 — Licence Advantages  

As we will start to grow, we will be looking to get into a broader market to satisfy more 
customers. Crypto is a rapidly growing space but in the gambling scene we have to keep in 
mind that it is very new and that traditional casinos working with fiat currency can appeal to 
many more customers worldwide. This is why in the future we plan on expanding our 
operation to fiat currency. This can only done with a proper licence (Curacao, Isle of Man, 
Malta etc).  
We believe that starting in the crypto space will be easier, less costly and as a result let us 
put out a better products until we grow a sustainable community. Furthermore we are true 
believers of crypto and feel like having a clientele on a smaller scale can only benefit us in 
the beginning to gain solid experience in both the gambling and crypto industries. Being 
bullish and operating on a larger scale at the beginning will lead us to a less qualitative 
customer experience and attention that will deprive us from our true goal to build the best, 
most fun and accessible casino online.  
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7. The Team 

7.1 — Executive Team 

Camille HAIDAR - CEO 

Sacha Benhamou - CFO 

Mateo Bokobza - CTO 

7.2 — Moga Backers 

Sparkmate 

The Secret Company  

StaySafu 

7.1 — Moga Advisors 
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